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The conclusions of the Forum are:
*

Partnerships involving councils, housing associations and the private sector work well;
another dimension is coming into partnerships with the extended role of Homes England and
their new delivery and commissioning powers which will help areas where local councils
directly deliver new homes.

*

Housing associations should also re-invest in difficult and challenging areas to meet local
needs and not exclusively press for numbers

*

How does HIF grant and stimulus for housing at £9,000 per unit fare against Homes
England grant which could be from £30,000 per unit in challenging areas – which incentives
will be most applicable?

Chris King set out Kier’s approach to housing delivery. The company plans to raise its own
house building levels from just under 3,000 homes p.a. towards 4,000 p.a. – a level of growth
that is in line with government targets. There are three principle challenges in delivering this
level of output. Funding is one and Kier address this through development joint ventures.
Housing associations can invest and receive a share of the development profits which can then
be recycled in to additional projects, so the supply of housing is accelerated. Skilled staff are
needed and Kier have an ambitious 2-3 year apprentice programme in key trades which allows
them to place trained staff into the supply chain. The third issue is that planning permissions
come through with many conditions which take an average of 12-18 months to satisfy and
delays in signing off agreements for highways works holds up occupation of completed homes.
Local authorities have a small staff base which has been depleted over the years - this issue
needs resolving as it is affecting housing delivery across the country.
Alun Watts set the context in terms of the West Midlands. The Housing Deal for the West
Midlands Combined Authority is a £350m package to support new homes with £100m for ‘clean
land’ on priority sites along the Walsall to Wolverhampton corridor. 215,000 new homes are
required in the West Midlands by 2031 and in terms of average annual output, this means a rise
from 12,000 p.a. to 16,000 p.a.
Simon Marks set out the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP plan to issue a housing
framework in June. The purpose is that high quality, affordable housing is crucial to economic
growth and quality of life. Average house prices in the West Midlands (excluding Solihull) were
£211,230 (2016) and although this is just below the national average, prices are climbing
sharply. House prices still outstrip wages and LEP research indicates that to address the
affordability gap, 33% of homes need to be ‘off market’. The announcement in the Spring
Statement of £100m for land will de-risk sites for the delivery of 8,000 units. The LEP will work
in partnership with Homes England to create a site pipeline and use new delivery models.
The Birmingham City Council perspective was given by Andrew Hood. Birmingham Council
have built 3,000 homes since 2001 and are actively seeking land to build more. In addition,
1250 homes will come from the Commonwealth Village post games and the Council will also
consider moving into purpose built private rented models as a commercial venture. Output at
the scale needed will not come from housebuilders; it will have to come from the public sector.
Birmingham Council is prepared to build on difficult sites which are not attractive to the private
sector. Partnership with government agencies is a also a way to tackle more difficult sites
Simon Thompson highlighted capacity as the main concern in Stoke-on-Trent and the
limitations of the HRA cap which, as things stand, will only permit the provision of 500 new
homes over 30 years - yet 116 homes were bought under the Right to Buy last year. The lifting
of HRA investment caps announced in the November 2018 budget seem likely to go to more
affluent areas where affordability challenges are greatest. Stoke’s response has been to set up
its own Development Company borrowing through the PWLB to raise £55m for 420 homes over

the next four years. This will include pump priming a 151 Build to rent scheme in the city centre.
The strategy is that where the council lead then private investment should follow.
Housing Associations are welcoming the opportunity to work more flexibly on development
schemes as Mark Tranter described from whg’s perspective. This approach helps with the
delivery of numbers; shared ownership sells well in the Midlands and is generally an affordable
product. Many are looking at MMC but the issues of assurance on cost and quality still remain.
The s.106 route to home building is very important. 51% of the national affordable programme is
through this route – alternative approaches with land led schemes could result in competition for
land driving up prices. Chris Poulton drew on experience of managing 6,000 homes in Stafford
and 750 in Stone with a stock that also includes many units in rural villages. In the Stafford
area, land is available but mainly in three larger strategic growth areas. More specific local
demand needs a range and variety of smaller sites.
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